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Dear Mr. Burstein: 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No.49 to Facility 

Operating License No. DPR-24 and Amendment Ho.5 5 to Facility Operating 

License No. DPR-?7 for the Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. I and 2, 

respectively. The amendments consist of changes to the Technical 
Specifications in response to your application transmitted by letter 

dated December 19, 1979 and modified by letter dated February 3, 19S1.  

These amendments remove rod bow penalties and requirements related to 

control rod misalignment and position indication. They also make admin

istrative changes to various parts of section 15.3.10 of the Technical 

Specifications.

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and 
enclosed.

the Notice of Issuance are also

Sincerely, 

Original signed by 
Robert A. Clark

Robert A. Clark, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment mo.49 to pPR-24 
2. Amendment Mo.5 S) to DPR-27 
3. Safety Evaluation 
4. Hotice of Issuance 

cc: w/enclosures 
See next page 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DISTRIBUTION: 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 Docket File 

'0, ORB#3 Rdg 
PMKreutzer 

Docket No. 50-266 and 50-301 

Docketing and Service Section 
Office of the Secretary of the Commission 

SUBJECT: .IS.0'ISIN ELECTRIC MwEr COMPANY, Point Beach ý,Iuclear Plant, 

Unit Nios. 1 and 2.  

Two signed originals of the Federal Register Notice identified below are enclosed for your transmittal 

to the Office of the Federal Register for publication. Additional conformed copies (12 ) of the Notice 

are enclosed for your use.  

El Notice of Receipt of Application for Construction Permit(s) and Operating License(s).  

El Notice of Receipt of Partial Application for Construction Permit(s) and Facility License(s): Time for 

Submission of Views on Antitrust Matters.  

El Notice of Availability of Applicant's Environmental Report.  

El Notice of Proposed Issuance of Amendment to Facility Operating License.  

El Notice of Receipt of Application for Facility License(s); Notice of Availability of Applicant's 

Environmental Report; and Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility License(s) and Notice 

of Opportunity for Hearing.  

El Notice of Availability of NRC Draft/Final Environmental Statement.  

El Notice of Limited Work Authorization.  

El Notice of Availability of Safety Evaluation Report.  

El Notice of Issuance of Construction Permit(s).  

El Notice of Issuance of Facility Operating License(s) or Amendment(s).  

, Other: ',',,dirngnt ,os. 4Q and 55 
Referenced documents have been provided PFI, 

Aivision of Licensing, OB#30 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: 
As Stated



UNITED STATES 
- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

~ May 4, 1981 

Docket Nos. 50-266 
and 50-301 

Mr. Sol Burstein 
Executive Vice President 
Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
231 West Michigan Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Dear Mr. Burstein: 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 49 to Facility 

Operating License No. DPR-24 and Amendment No. 55 to Facility Operating 

License No. DPR-27 for the Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2, 
respectively. The amendments consist of changes to the Technical 

Specifications in response to your application transmitted by letter 

dated December 19, 1979 and modified by letter dated February 3, 1981.  

These amendments remove rod bow penalties and requirements related to 

control rod misalignment and position indication. They also make admin

istrative changes to various-parts of section 15.3.10 of the Technical 
Specifications.  

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and the Notice of Issuance are also 

enclosed.  

Sincerely, 

Robert A. Clark, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing 

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. 49 to DPR-24 
2. Amendment No. 55 to DPR-27 
3. Safety Evaluation 
4. Notice of Issuance 

cc: w/enclosures 
See next page



Wisconsin Electric Power Corpany

cc: 
Mr. Bruce Churchill, Esquire Mr. William Guldemond 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge USNRC Resident Inspectors Office 
1800 M Street, N. W. 6612 Nuclear Road 
Washington, 0. C. 20036 Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 

Joseph Mann Library 
1516 Sixteenth Street 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 

Mr. Glenn A. Reed, Manager 
Nuclear Operations 
Wisconsin Electric Power Conmany 
Point Beach Nuclear Plant 
6610 Nuclear Road 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 

Mr. Gordon Blaha 
Town Chairman 
Town of Two Creeks 
Route 3 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 

Ms. Kathleen M. Falk 
General Counsel 
Wisconsin's Environmental Decade 
302 E. Washington Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 53703 

Director, Criteri,. and Standards Division 
Office of Radiation Programs (ANR-460) 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, D. C. 20460 

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Activities Branch 
Region V Office 
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR 
230 S. Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

cc w/enclosure(s) and incoming 
dtd: 12/19/79, 2/3/81 

Chairman 
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
Hills Farms State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 53702



-0 "UNITED STATES 
. &NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D, C. 20555 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-266 

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 1 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 49 
License No. DPR-24 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
(the licensee) dated December 19, 1979 and modified by letter dated 
February 3, 1981, complies with the standards and requirements of 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act) and the Commission's 
rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the-Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the-health 
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

81~ ANot
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2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license 
amendment, and paragraph 3.B of Facility Operating License 
No. DPR-24 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

(B) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices 
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 49 , are 
hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee shall 
operate the facility in accordance with the Technical 
Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Robert A. Clark, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: May 4, 1981
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UNITED STATES 
, 0_ •NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

. •WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-301 

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 55 
License No. DPR-27 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
(the licensee) dated December 19, 1979 and modified by letter dated 
February 3, 1981, complies with the standards and requirements of 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act) and the Commission's 
rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common 
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public; 
and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 

51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.
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2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical 
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license 
amendment, and paragraph 3.B of Facility Operating License 
No. DPR-27 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

(B) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices 
A and B, as revised through Amendment No. 55 , are 
hereby incorporated in the license. The licensee shall 
operate the facility in accordance with the Technical 
Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Ro Ie rt A. Cl -ark, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: May 4, 1981



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENTS

AMENDMENT NO. 49 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-24 

AMENDMENT NO. 55 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-27

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301

Revise Appendix A as follows:

Remove Pages Insert Pages

15.1-4 
15.2.1-3 
15.3.10-1 
15.3.10-2 
15.3.10-3 
15.3.10-3a 
15.3.10-4 
15.3.10-5 
15.3.10-6 
15.3.10-7 
15.3.10-8 
15.3.10-8a 
15.3.10-9 
15.3.10-10 
15.3.10-11 
15.3.10-12 
15.3.10-13 
15.3.10-14 
15.3.10-15 

FIGURE 15.3.10-1

15.1-4 
15.2.1-3 
15.3.10-1 
15.3.10-2 
15.3.10-3 

15.3.10-4 
15.3.10-5 
15.3.10-6 
15.3.10-7 
15.3.10-8 

15.3.10-9 
15.3.10-10 
15.3.10-11 
15.3.10-12 
15.3.10-13 
15.3.10-14 
15.3.10-15 
15.3.10-16 

FIGURE 15.3.10-1



2) Cold Shutdown

The reactor is in the cold shutdown condition when the reactor 

has a shutdown margin of at least 1% Ak/k and reactor coolant 

temperature is <200 0 F.  

3) Refueling Shutdown 

The reactor is in the refueling shutdown condition when the 

reactor is subcritical by at least 10% Ak/k and T is <140 0 F.  avg 
A refueling shutdown refers to a shutdown to move fuel to and 

from the reactor core.  

4) Shutdown Margin 

Shutdown margin is the instantaneous amount of reactivity by which 

the reactor core would be subcritical if all withdrawn control rods 

were tripped into the core but the highest worth withdrawn RCCA 

remains fully withdrawn. If the reactor is shut down from a power 

condition, the hot shutdown temperature should be assumed. In 

other cases, no change in temperature should be assumed.  

h. Power Operation 

The reactor is in power operating condition when the reactor is critical 

and the average neutron flux of the power range instrumentation indicates 

greater than 2% of rated power.  

i. Refueling Operation 

Refueling operation is any operation involving movement of core 

components (those that could affect the reactivity of the core) within 

the containment when the vessel head is unbolted or removed.  

j. Rated Power 

Rated power is here defined as a steady state reactor core output of 

1518.5 MWT.  

k. Thermal Power 

Thermal power is defined as the total core heat transferred from the 

fuel to the coolant.  

Uuit 1 - Amandment No. 1, 49 15.1-4 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. Z, 55



Additional peaking factors to account for local peaking due to fuel rod axial 

gaps and reduction in fuel pellet stack length have been included in the 

calculation of the curves shown in Figure 15.2.1-1. These curves are based 

on an F of 1.58, cosine axial flux shape, and a DNB analysis as described 
a AH 

in Section 4.3 of WCAP-8050, "Fuel Densification, Point Beach Nuclear Plant 

Unit 1 Cycle 2" (including the effects of fuel densification and flattened 

cladding).  

Figure 15.2.1-1 also includes an allowance for an increase in the enthalpy 

rise hot channel factor at reduced power based on the expression: 

FAN = 1.58 {1 + 0.2 (l-P)} where P is a fraction of rated power 

when P < 1.0. F = 1.58 when P > 1.0.  

The effects of rod bow have been included in the determination of a conserva

tive vNalue for FN. Rod bow effects of up to 14.9% DNBR are offset by credits 

available from the design limit DNBR, pitch reduction, design thermal diffusion 

coefficient and the fuel densification power spike, which were previously 

approved.* 

The hot channel factors are also sufficiently large to account for the degree 

of malpositioning of full-lenth rods that is allowed before the reactor trip 

setpoints are reduced and rod withdrawal block and load runback may be required.  

Rod withdrawal block and load runback occur before reactor trip setpoints are 

reached. The Reactor Control and Protective System is designed to prevent any 

anticipated combination of transient conditions that would result in a DNB 

ratio of less than 1.30.  

Memorandum from D. F. Ross and D. G. Eisenhut, USNRC, to D. B. Vassallo 

and K. R. Goller, "Revised Interim Safety Evaluation Report on the Effects 

of Fuel Rod Bowing on Thermal Margin Calculations for Light Water Reactors," 

dated February 16, 1977.  

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 25, 49 15.2.1-3 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 30, 55



15.3.10 CONTROL ROD A;ND POWER MSTR-RBL-T.:ON L'A-TS 

Ao2licabil.tv 

Applies to the operation of the control rods and to core pocwer distribution 

limits.  

Objective 

To insuzre (I) core subcriticalizty after a reactor trip, (2) a limit on pctential 

reactivity insertions from a hypothetical rod cluster conwrol assembly (RCA) 

ejection, and (3) an acceptable core power distribution during power operat.ion.  

Soecification 

A. Bank :nsertion Limits 

1. When the reactor is cr•tical, except for physics tests and control 

rod exercises, the shutdown banks shall be __lly withdrawn.  

2. When the reactor is critical, the control banks shall be inserted no 

further than the limits shown by the l.ines on Figure .5.3.10-2.  

Exceptions In the insertion limit are permitted for physics tests 

and control rod exercises.  

3. The shutdown margin shall exceed the applicable value as shown in 

Figure 15.3.10-2 under all steady-state operating conditions from 

3500F to full power. An exception to the stuck RCCA component of 

the shutdown margin requirement is per--itted for physics tests.  

4. Except for physics tests a shutdown margin of at least 1% Ak/k shall 

be maintained when the reactor coolant temperature is less than 3500.  

5. When the reactor is in the hot shutdown ccndc.tion or during any 

apprcach to criticality, except for physics tests, the crit-cal 

red position shall not be lower th-an the insertion limit for zero 

power. That is, if the control rods were withdrawn in ncr-al 

sequence with no ct-er reac-=i--ty change, =he reac-cr wculd no-

be cr-=ica" untit--nzz•..r z banks were t-c'ze -- he _. - -t:cn 

Unit 1, Amendment No. 49 
Unit 2, Amendment No. 55 15. .1c-i



B. Power Distribution Limits 

1. a. -xcept during low power physics tests, the hot chan.nel 

factors defined in t•he basis must meet the following limits: 

FQ(Z)<(2.32) x K (Z) for P> .5 

FQ(Z)<4.64 x K(Z) for P< .5 

"rN<1.58 x {. + 0.2 (l-P)} 

Where P is the fraction of f-•l power at which the core is 

operating, K(Z) is the function in Figure 15.•.l0-3 and Z is 

the core height location of F Q 

b. Following a refueling shutdown prior to exceeding 90% of rated 

power and at effective full power mcnth•y intervals thereafter, 

power distribution maps using the moveable incore detector system 

shall be made to confirm that the -hot channel factor limits 

are satisfied. The measured hot channel factors shall he 

increased in the following way: 

-,Mea s sal 
(1) The measurement of total peaking factor, -(;ea shall be 

increased by three percent to account for manufacturing 

tolerances and fur-ther increased by five percent to account 

for measurement error.  

(2) The measurement of enthalpy rise hot channel factor, FN 

shall be increased by four percent to account for measure

ment error.  

C. If a measured hot channel factor exceeds the full power limit 

of Specification 15.3.10.B.1.a, the reactor 2ower and power range 

high setycints shall be reduced until those limits are met. if 

subsequent flux mapping cannot, within 24 hours, demonstrate that 

the full power hot channel factor limits are met, the cvertower 

Unit 1, Amendment No. 2$, 49 15.3.1c-2 
Unit 2, Amendment No. 30, 55



and cverta mperature ,17 trip set-_oints shall be similarlv reduced 

and reactor power .L.ited such that Szecification 15.3.10.B.l.a 

above is met.  

2. a. The target flux difference as defined in the basis shall be 

measured at least quarterLv. A target flux difference u-date 

value shall be determined monthly by measuremernt, or by linear 

interpolation between the last measured value and 0% at end of 

cycle Life (that is when the boron concentration Ln the coolant is 

zero -pm), or by extrapclaticn of t-he last three measured points.  

The target fl.ux difference and its associated alarm• se.po*..ts 

need not be updated if the u=date value for full power target 

flux difference is within +0.5% of the presently employed full 

power target flux difference value.  

b. Except for physics testing, excore detector calibration (includinq 

recovery), or as .mdified below, the indicated axial flux 

difference shal be maintained withiiun a range of 66 and -9 

percent of the tarcet fljx difference. This is defined as --'e 

target band.  

c. At a power level greater than 90 Percent of rated power, if the 

indicated axial flux difference deviates from its target band, 

the flux difference shall be retu.-rned to the tareet band 

i-_-4Ately or reactor cower shall be reduced to a level no 

greater than 90 percent cf rated power.  

d. At a =ower level no greater than 90 percent of rated power, 

(1) The indicated axial flux d-.fference rav- deviate f=om its -6 

to -9% target band for a .axzzuncf one h-our ..... ati ") 

in a.ny 2" hcur period crovided =-e-e f.ux ---erence does nc: 

exoced ean envelz--e bcz-=ded b'z% -I-i. . nt -L! =er- n

at 9C% =ower and -cr-a-.- y - % -d -% for each % of 

Unit 1 - Am.endment No. 49 . ..- 

Unit 2 - Amendment No. 55



rated ocwer below 90%. :f the cuulauiave tine exceeds one 

hour in any 24 hour period, then the reactor power shal. be 

reduced inmediately to no greater than 50% power and the 

high neutron flux setpoint reduced to no greater than 55% 

of rated mower.  

(2) A power increase to a level greater than 90% of rated power 

is contingent upon the indicated axial f!--x difference being 

within its target band.  

e. At a power level no greater thnan 30 percent of rated power, 

(1) The indicated axial flux difference may deviate from its 

target band.  

(2) A power increase to a level greater than 50% cf rated power 

is contingent upcn tihe indicated axial flux difference not 

being outside its target band for more than two hours (cumulative) 

out of the preceding 24 hour period. One half of the time 

the indicated axial flux difference is cut of its target 

band up to 50% of rated power is zo be counted as ccn=ribuli.-g 

to the one hour cumi"ative maximum the flux difference mav 

deviate from its target band at a power level less than 

or equal to 90% of rated power.  

f. Alarms shall nc-rma!ly be used to indicate non-conformance with 

"the flux difference recuirement of o5.3.r0.B.2.c or the flux 

d.4fference-ctme recuixement of 75.2.l Oe.2.d(l). -f the 

ala•.s are tempcrarily cut-cf-service, the axial flux difference 

shall be noted and confcr-macnce wit1h t.he limzits assessed eve-r-- hour 

fer the first 24 hours, and half-hourly thereafter.  

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 49 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 55



3. Except for physics tests, whenever the i-ndicated czuadrant mower 

tilt exceeds 2% the tilt condition shall be e';.i.iated withw. m-o 

hours or t!-he following actions shall be taken: 

a. Reduce core power level and the :ower rance hiah flux setpoint 

two percent of rated val.2ues for every percent of indicated 

quadrant power tilt.  

b. If t-he tilt is not corrected within 24 hours, but the hot channel 

factors for rated power are not exceeded, an evaluation as tc the 

cause of the discrepancy shall be made and recorted to the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission. Return to full power is permitted, providing 

the hot channel factors are not exceeded.  

c. if the design hot channel factors for rated power are exceeded or 

not determined within 24 hours, the Nuclear Regulatory Commissicn 

shall be notified and the overoower !T and overtemoeratuIre AT triz set

points shall be reduced by the equivalent of 2% tower for every 

percent of quadrant power tilt.  

d. The excore nuclear i".nstrumentation system serves as t-he prim._arv 

quadrant power -ti alarm. if the alarm is not fu--ncticnal for tc 

hours, backup mmethcds of assuring -hat the cuadrant power tilt is 

acceptable shall be used. These =etnods include hand calculations, 

Lncore thermocouples usinq either a cc-uter or manual calculations 

or i-ncore detectors.  

e. ýthen one power range channel is -ncoerable and therm-al power is 

greater than 75% of rated thermal power, the qu:adrant power tilt 

shall be confirmed as accectable by use of =he mvabJe incore 

detectors at least once per 12 hours.  

.ncerthe Rod Cluster Control Assemblv (PCCA 

-. An RC= shall be considered inczerab'e if one or mcre of the followinc 

ccurs: 

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 49 
Unit 2 - AmeRdment No. 55 ---------



a. The RCCA does not drop upon removal of stationa-r• gripper coil 

voltage.  

b. The RCCA does not step in properly whe-n the proper voltage sequences 

are applied to the control rod drive mechanism coils. 1t shall t-hen 

be ass~uzed inoperable until it has been tested to verify that it does 

drop.  

c. f t-he bank demand position is greater than or eqcual to 21.5 steps, or, 

less than or equal to 30 steps, and thae rod position .ndicator channel 

shows a misalignment of 15 inches. The RCCA shall be assumed inoper

able until it has been tested to verify that it does step properly.  

d. If the bank demand position is between 215 steps and 30 steps, a-d 

the rod posit*ion indicator channel shows a misaliign.meant of 7.5 inches.  

The RCCA shall be assumed itLoPerable until it has been tested to 

verify that it does step properly.  

2. Specification 15.2.10.C.l.b can be modified by the following: 

a. If an RCCA does not step in upon demand, up to six hours is allow

ed to determine whether the problem with stepping is an electrical 

=roblem. if the =roblem cannot be resolved within six Inours, the 

RCCA shall be assumed inoperable until it has been verified th=at ijt 

will ste= in or would drom uvon demand.  

b. If more than one .RCCA does nct step in, apparently due to electi

cal problems, the situation shall be rectified or clearly defined 

that it is an electrical oroblem and the RCCAs are capable of droo

ping upon demand or an orderly shutdcw- shall cc•ence within six hours.  

3. No rore tharn one .ncoerable RCCA shall be =er-itted duri-no sustai.ned 

power operation.  

4. W071hen it has been dete-m.i-ed that an -Z=CA does not dro- on re=oval . f 0 

staticnazr zipper coil voltage, the shutdcwn =ar==--n shall be ma1taineo 

by -craticn as necessar--y to compensate for the wit-hdraw- wocrth cf --,-e 

_ ooer~z..e~.CZA. :. sustained c0werz - s =ntiz---o -ne 

insertion Shas-! e ad"us-ed :o ref-ecz -teworth of the _.coer=lRCCA, 

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 49 
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 5 .5



D. Y-isalianed or Dropped RZCCA 

1. If the rod position indicator channel is functional and the associated 

RCCA is more than 7.5 inches indicated out of alic ent with its bank 

and cannot be alignred when the bank is between 215 steps and 30 steps, 

then unless the htc channel factors are shown to be within design lnits 

as specified in Section 5..10.3-1 within eight (8) hours, -cwer shall 

be reduced to less than 75% of rated power. When the bank position is 

greater than or equal to 215 steps, or, less than or ec'aa1 to 30 steps, 

the allowable indicated misalign=rent is 15 inches.  

2. To increase power above 75% with an RCCA more than 7.5 inches indicated 

out of alionment with its bank when the bank position is between 215 

steps and 30 steps, an analysis shall first be made to dete-ine the 

hot channel factors and the resulting allowable nower level based cn 

Section 15.3.10.B. When the bank position is greater than or equal 

to 215 steps, or, less t-han or equal to 30 steps, the allowable indicated 

misalignment is 15 inches.  

3. :f it- is determined that the apparent misaliq.rnent cr dropped RCCA 

indication was caused by rod position indicator channel fail-re, 

sustained zower operatzýcn .ay be continued if th-e fo]cIw-ng conditicns 

are met: 

a. For operation between 10% power and rated power, the position of the 

RCCA(s) wih the failed rod position indicator channel (s) will be 

checked indirectly by core instxentation (excore detect-ors, and/ 

or thermocouples, and/or m=veable incore detectors) every shift 

and after associated bank =otion exceeding 24 steps in one direction.  

b. For operation below 1C% of rated =ower, no svecia! .mnitoring is 

required.  

E. ?.CCA :r::o T.4-es 

At o.erating tempe-a am : l....cw, :he drcm t-:e of each RCZA -h=:.  

be no-rgeaar- a thn 1.3 seconds frzm mhe Icss of sga-ionar cr.=.=e- co

vc-tage :-o dashpct en-ry.  

Unit i - Amendment No. 49 
TT...4 'F n - -



Bas -is 

insertion Lrtits and Shutdown MYrc-in 

The reactivity control concept is --hat reactivity changes accompanying changes 
4n reactor -ower are compensated by control rod motion. Reactivity chances 

associated with xenon, samarium, fuel depletion and large changes in reactor 

coolant temmerat-re (cperating temperature to cold shutdown) are compensated by 

changes in the soluble boron concentration.  

During power operation, the shutdown banks are fully withdrawn and control of 

reactor .ower is by the control hanks. The control rod i-nsertio•n liýits provide 

for achieving hot shutdown by reactor trip at any time and assume the h-ihest 

wcr-th control rod remains fully withdrawn. A 10% margin in reactivity worth of 

the control rods is included to assure meeting --he assumptions used in the 

accident analysis. So a reactor trip occurri-nq during power operation will put the 

reactor into the hot shutdown condition. in addition, the inseation limits provide 

a li-t on the maximum inserted rod worth in the unlikely event of a hypothetical 

rod ejection and .rovide for acceptable nuclear peaking factors. The specified 

control rod insertion li=its take into account the effects of fuel dens-sificaticn.  

The rods are withdrawn Ln the sequence of A, B, C, 2 with overla= between banks.  

The overlap be-tween successive control banks is provided to compensate for the 

low differential rod worth near the top and bottom of the core.  

Wh-en the insertion limits are observed and the control rod banks are above the 

solid lines shown on Figure 15.3.10-1, t-he shutdown requirement is met. The 

maximum shutdown ma rgin requirement occu'rs at end of core life and is based on the 

value used in analysis of the hyncthetical steam break accident. Fi•cre l-.3.0

shows the shutdown mar-cn ecquivalent to 2.77% reactivity at end-cf-life with res

=ect to an =ncontrolled cooldown. All other accident analyses assume 1% or create= 

reactivity shutdown . arrin. Shutdown carain ca.lculaticns inclde the affects 
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of axial -ower distributicn. One may assume no change in core pcisoning due to 

xenon, sa-arium or soluble boron.  

Part leng-th rod inser-tion is not permitted, thus elimizating certain adverse 

power shapes whichn might occur during power operation. The part lenqth rods have 

been removed from the core.  

Power Distribution 

Design criteria have been chosen which are consistent with the fuel .tegrity 

analyses. These relate to fission gas release, pellet temperature and claddi.ng 

mecharical vroperties. Also the minimum NBR Ln the core must not be less than 

.. 30 in normal operation or in short-term transients.  

In addition to the above, the peak Linear power density must not exceed the 

limiting kw/ft values which result from the large break loss of coolant accident 

analysis based upon the ECCS acceptance criteria limit of 2200*F. This is 

recuired to meet the initial conditicns assumed for loss of coolant accident.  

To aid iL- specifying the limits on power distribution, the following hot channel 

factors are defi-ned: 

F.Q(Z), , eicht Dependenc '-eat F.-ux lct Channel Factor, is defLned as the 

local heat flux on the surface of a fuel rod at core elevation Z 

divided by the average fuel rod h.eat flux, allowirnq for manufact"rina 

tolerances on fuel pellets and rods. Imposed limits pertain to the 

maximum FQZ) in the core.  

F., Encineerina Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, is defined as the allcwance 

on heat flux required for manufacturing tolerances. The engineering factor 

allows for local variations -4- enr.--ic--_.ent, pellet density and diameter, 

surface area of the fuel rod and eccentrici.tv of the can between nellet 

and clad. Combined statsstcally, the net effect is a facor_ I- to 

be attlied no fuel rod surface heat flux.  
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aNuclear nthalv Rise Hot Channel Factor, is defined as the ratio 

of the integral of linear power along a fuel rod to the average fuel 

rod cower. imposed limits tertain to the maximum F7 in the core, that 

is thle fuel rod with the .-h-chest intecrated cower, It should be noted 

that FN is based on an integral and is used as such in the DNB 

calculations. Local heat flux is obtained by using hot channel and 

adjacent channel explicit power shapes which take into account variations 

Ln horizontal (x-y) power shapes throughout the core. Thus, the 

horizontal tower shape at the point of maximum heat flux is not 

necessarily directly related to FNH.  

For no.mal operation, it is not necessary to measure tlhese quantities.  

instead it has been determined that, provided the follcwinc conditions are 

observed, the hot channel factor limits will1-1 be met: 

1. Control rods in a single bank move together with no individual rod 

insertion differing by more than IS inches frcm the bank demand 

position, when the bank demand position is between 30 steps and 

215 steps. 22.5 inches misalignment is allowed when the bank 

oosition is less than or ecual to 30 steps, or, when the bank position 

is =reater than or ecual to 215 steps, due to the small worth and 

consecuential effects of a-n individual rod misalia-7ent, 

2. Ccntrol rod banks are sec-aenced with overlapcinc banks as described 

in Figure 15.3.10-1.  

.The full-leng-th control bank insertion limits are nct violated.  

4. ;Axial power distribution control procedures, which are civen in terms 

of flux difference control and control bank insertion limits, are 

observed. Fl-ux difference refers to the difference in signals between 

the top and bottom halves of two-section excore neutron detectors.  

The flux difference 4s a measure of the axial offset which is defined 

as the difference in noa--malized cower between the tco and bottom.  

halves of the core.  

The =ermItted relaxaticn cf 7q-- allows radial power shape chances with r:= 

insertion to the insertion limits. ýt has been dete_-.ned that =rovded 

tne a:cve conditions I -rcuq- 4 are obser-.red, '-ese hoct =h-a-nel fac-cr 

L--t are met. -n SecificatiOn . . i a-- 

r < . exe _ low -cwer -'-'; c= tes-Z 
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An upper bound envelope of 2.32 times the normalized peaking factor axial 

dependence of Figure 15.3.10-3 consistent with the Technical Specifications on 

power distribution control as given in Section 15.3.10 was used in the LCCA 

analysis. The results of the analyses based on this upper bound enveloce indicate 

a peak clad temperature of less than the 2200'F limit. When an Q measurment 

is taken, both experimental error and manufacturing tolerance must be allowed 

for. Five percent is the appropriate allowance for a f0l core map taken 

with the moveable incore detector flux mapping system and three percent is 

the appropriate allowance for manufacturing tolerance. Ln the design limit of 

:-• there is eight percent allowance for uncertainties which means that normal 

operation of the core is expected to result in a design TQ <. The 

logic behind the larger uncertainty in this case is that (a) normal perturbations 

in the radial power shape (i.e., rod misalignment) affect FH, in most cases 

without necessarily affect Fj, (b) while the operator has a direct influence 

on Fg through movement of rods, and can limit it to the desired value, he has 

no direct control over FT and (c) an error in the predictions for radial cower 

shape which may be detected during startup physics tests can be compensated for 

in F7 by tighter axial control, but compensation for T i.s less readily 

available. When a measurement of FN is taken, experimental error must be 

allowed for and four percent is the appropriate allowance for a full core map 

taken with the moveable incore detector flux mapping system. The F-NH limits 

in Specification 15.3.10.B.1.a take into account the effects of rod bow. This 

is further explained in the Basis on page 15.2.1-3.  

Measurements of the hot channel factors are required as part of startup physics 

tests, at least each full power month operation, and whenever abnormal power 

distribution conditions require a reduction of core power tc a level based upon 

measured hot channel factors. The inccre may taken following initial loading 

provides confirmation of the basic nuclear design bases including proper fuel 

loading pattarns. The periodic monthly Jnccre macping provides addltictnl 

assurance that the nuclear design bases remain inviolate and identify cperan-inal 
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anomalies which would, otherwise, affect these bases.  

Axial Power Distribution 

The procedures for axial power distribut.ion control are designed to minimize the 

effects of xenon redistribution on the axial power distribution during load 

follow maneuvers. •asically, control of f="x difference is recixed to li the 

difference between the c,-rrent value of flux difference (AZ and a reference 

value which corresponds to the full power equilibrium value of axial offset 

ý.xial offset = Al/fracticnal power) .  

The full power target flux difference is defi-ned as that indicated flux 

difference of the core in the following condition: ecu iibri_4= xenon Cl-itle or 

no oscillation) and with the full-length rod ccntrol rod bank more than 190 steos 

withdrawn (ý..e., the normal full power position) . Values for all other core power 

levels are obtained by =mult•iply•_n.g the full .power value by the factional power.  

At zero power the target flux difference is 0%. S ince the -ndicated ecuilibrium1 

value was noted, no allowances for excore detector error are necessary and 

indicated deviation of +6 and -9 percent =- are permitted from the i~ndicated 

reference value. During periods where extensive load followng• is r ecu.ired, 

t mray be impractical to establish the required core condi4tions 'cr measuri4n 

the tarcet flux difference every month. For this reason, the specification provides 

three methods for updat4i.ng the target flux diff-erence.  

S trict control of the flux difference ýnd rod position) is not as necessary 

during reduced power operation. This is because xenon distribution control at 

reduced power is not as sig-nificant as the control at f-all power and allowance 

n.as been made in pre.ic-"ng the heat flux peaki4nq factors for less stric-t 

control at reduced power. S trict control of the flux difference is not possibe e 

durino certain physics tests or during reciared periodic excore calibrt-..cns 

wnich recuire iarcerZ flux differences than .em--• 'ed. Therefo.re, the szecifi
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cations on power distribution control. are not applied dur-ng physics -ests or 

excore calibrations. This is acceptable due to the increased core monitoring 

performed as part of the tests and low prbailt of a significant accident 

occu-rring during *these operations.  

7n some insstances cf rapid -lant power reduction, automatic rod motion will 

cause the flux difference to deviate from the taroet band when hne reduced power 

level is reached. Th..is does not necessarily affect the xenon distribution 

sufficiently to change the envelope of peaking factors which can be reached on 

a subsecuent return to full cower within the target band. =owever, to si- Iify 

"the specification for operation up to 90% of full ocwer, a limitaticn of one 

hour in any period of 24 hours is placed rcnceration outside the ba-nd. This 

insures that the resulti~ng xenon distribzutions are not significa-ntly different 

from those result!i-ng from operation within the target band.  

For norm-al operation and an-iciaated transients, the core is protected from 

overpower and minim-um DNBR of 1.30 by an automatic protection system. Ccmplia.nce 

witn operating procedures is assumed as a pre-condition; however, operator error 

and ecuitment =alfunctions are separ-zatey assumed to lead to -the cause of the 

transients considered.  

guadrant Tilt 

The excore detectors are somewhat insensitive to disturbances near the core 

center such as Jmisaligned inner control rods. :t is 

therefcre cossible that a five percent tilt might actually be present in the 

core when the excore detectors respond with a t-wc percent 'n•-izated ruaara.nt 

ti1t. On the other hand, they are overy respcnsive to disturbarnces near t-he 

- eri~her':._ 
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Tilt restrictions are not e d'-Lg the starum and initial testi"g 

of a reload core which may have an inherent tilt. Durinc this time sufficient 

testing is performed at reduced mower to verify that the hot channel factor 

limrits are met and t-he nuclear channels are properly aligned.  

The excore detectors are normally aligned indicati4no no cuadraant mower tilt 

because they are used to alarm or. a rapidly develop-ng tilt. Tilts which develop 

slowly are more accurately and readi-ly discerned by incore measurements.  

The excore detectors serve as the =rime indication of a cuadrant mower tilt.  

1-f a channel fais, is out-of-service for testing, or is -a to hours 

ws a short time with resmect to the probability of an ,insafe :-adran• power tilt 

developing. .2wo hours gives the operating personnel s,fficient time to have the 

Croblem investigated and/or out into operation one of several nossible alternative 

met.hods of dete-minin--g tlt.  

.-ooerable RCC.  

An inoperable rod imposes additional demands cn the operators. The pe---issible 

nurmber of incperab-e control rods is limited to one Ln order to limit the 

magn-..itude of the cperat-ng burden.  

From operating exp-erience to date, an RCCA which stems in =roverly will droc 

when a trip signal occurs because -the only force act-ing to drive the rod is 

cravitv. When it has been determined that a rod does not drop, extra shutdown 

marsin is gained by boration or by adjusting the insertion limit to account for 

the worth of the incperable control rod.  

Fur•her exterience indicates thatcontr- rods which do not step are usually 

affected by electrical oroblems. That is, normally the mrcblem -is in the rod 

control cai-es f cperzabilizy carnnct be restored, the -RCZA w-l' be declared 

.ncmera.-e and :zroectize acti.ons can be taken to oc-ensate for the assccia-ed 

r -fn there is more tha one RCZA affec-ed, =n 

orfer> shutdow- wcoul'd '-e star-ed. Su an '-o vn-lia e - e rf:-rei 
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in a deli-berate manner without undue pressure on the operating personnel because 

of the unusual tech-niqaes to be used to accor.odate the reactiiTty chances 

associated with the shutdown.  

Misalianed RCCAS 

The various control rod banks (shutdown ba-naks and control banks, A, B, C, and 

are each to be moved as a bank; that is, with all rods in the bank within one step 

(5/8 i-nch) of the bank position. Direct in4for-mation on rod position -ndication is 

provided by t-wo methods: A dicital count of actuati-nq pulses which shows the 

demand position of the banks and a linear position indicator (177DT) which indi

cates the actual rod position. The rod position indicator channel has a demon

strated acc-uracy of 5% of span (+7.2 inches) . Therefore, an analysis has been 

cer-frmed to show that a misalignment of 15 inches caunnot cause design hot channel 

factors to be exceeded. A single fully risaligned RCCA, that is, aSn .ZCCA 12 feet 

out of alignment with its bank, does not result i-n exceeding core limits in 

steady-state operation at power levels less than or equal to rated cower. :n 

other words, a single dropped RCCA is allowable from a core power distribution 

viewpoint. If the misalignment condition cannot be readily corrected, the 

smecified reduction in cower to 75% will insure that desi-n martins to core limits 

wil. be =.aintained under both steady-state and anticipated transient conditions.  

The eight (8) hour permissible limit on rod misalionment at rated -cwer 's 

short with respect to the probability of an indepe-ndent accident.  

Because the rod _osition indicator syst-em may have a 7.'5 inch error when a 

misalignment of 15 inches is occurr.ing, the Specification allows on-y a / * 

inch indicated misalignment. However, when the bank demand pcsition is greater 

than or ecuLal to 215 steps, or, less than or equal to 30 steps, the consequences 

of a misalignment are much less severe. The differential worth of an ---divid;al 

ZCZA is less, and the resultant ur-urhaoion on cower distributions is less 

than when the bark is in its high differential wcrth region. At the toc and 

bottom of the core, an indicated 15 inch -isali.-_ent may be representznq :--n 

ac tual misali =n=en- of 22 .5 '-ches 

The fail...re of -- :NDT in itself doe snoorednucetle shu-tc'. 4
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rods, but it does reduce the ocerator's camabi!i-y for detae~in.:ng the posi..on 

of that rod by direct means. The operator has available to him the excore 

detector recordings, incore the-_--nccouple readings and periodic -core flux 

traces for indirectly determining rod position and flux tilts should the rod 

with the inoperabje LVDT become malpcsitioned. The excore and incore instrumenta

tion will not necessarily recognize a misalignment of 15 inches because the 

concoitant increase in tower density will normally be less than 1% for a 15 -.nch 

misalignment. T.h..e excore and Liccre Lnstrumentation will, however, detect any rod 

misalignment which is sufficient to cause a significant increase in hot cha.nunel 

factors and/or any significant loss Ln shutdown capability. The increased su--eil

lance of the core if one or more rod zosition indicator channels is out-of-service 

serves to guard against any significan: loss in shutdown margin or margin to core 

thermal limits.  

The history of malpcsiticned RCCA's indicates that in nearly all such cases, the 

xalpositioning occurred duiring-bank movement. Checking rod position after bank 

motion exceeds 24 steps will verify that the RCCA with the inoperable LV=T is 

moving properly with its bank and the bank step counter. MaLpcsiticninq of an 

.RCCA 'n a stationary bank is very rare, and if it does occur, it is usually cross 

slippage which will be seer. by external detectors. Should it go undetected, the 

time between the rod oosition checks perfocred every shift is shrt with respect 

to the =rcbability of occurrence of another in.dependent undetected situation 

"wh.ich would further reduce the shutdown capability of the rods.  

Any combination of =isali ed rods below 10% rated power will not exceed the 

design limLts. For this reason, it is not necessary to check the position of 

rods with -n-cerable ::V71D's below 10% power; plus, the 4-ncore .4nst-.r--.enta-ion is 

not effective for determ=i-.inq rod position =nt'il the pcwer level is above 

apzrcximately 5%.  
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FIGURE 15.3.10-1 
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. UNITED STATES 

"NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 49 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-24 

AND AMENDMENT NO. 55 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-27 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2 

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301 

Introduction: 

In a letter dated December 19, 1979 and supplemented by letter dated 

February 3, 1981 Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEPCO) requested changes 

to the Technical Specifications of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit Nos.  

1 and 2. These changes would remove the rod bow penalty and requirements 

related to rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) misalignment and position 

indication. They would also make various administrative changes to section 

15.3.10 of the Technical Specifications.  

Discussion and Evaluation: 

The rod bow penalty currently in effect for Point Beach Units 1 and 2 

was proposed under Technical Specification Change Request Number 38 dated 

January 6, 1977 and was aporoved by amendments dated May 4, 1977. The 

penalty is to offset the effects cf a bowed rod on critical heat flux and 

is calculated as a function of >ecion-average fuel burnup and is expressed 

as the following value: 

Burnup Reduction in LH 

(1MWd/MtU ) (%) 

0-15,000 0-2 ramp 
15,000-24,000 4 

>24,000 6 

Subsequent to NRC approval of the aformentioned F penalty, Westinghouse 

submitted test results on the effects of a bowed ý'd on critical heat flux 

for Westinghouse PWR's. These results showed a significant reduction in 

the presupposed DNBR penalty on the basis of a new small gap (85% closure) 

test. The NRC then approved, for Westinghouse applications, the use of a 

less conservative reduction-in-DNBR versus gap-closure model.

P~ ~ dcjI\
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WEPCO has requested elimination of the FIHpenalty because of (a) the proposed 
use of the less conservative reduction-in-DNBR versus gap-closure model and 
(b) the application of generic thermal margin credits that are available 
to offset DNBR reductions due to fuel rod bowing. The NRC has generically 
approved the new DNBR model, and we find WEPCO's request to apply the model 
to the Point Beach analyses to be acceptable.  

In regard to using thermal margin credits to offset the residual FLH 
penalty that remains after application of the new DNER model, the staff 
has made an independent calculation to determine the magnitude of margin 
required. This calculation was performed by way of the generic method
ogy for interim, rod bowing analyses. Specifically, the approved 

Westinghouse rod bow magnitude correlation was used in conjunction with 
the new DNBR model. The resulting margin needed to offset the reduction in 
DNBR was found to be zero until a burnup of 3660 M~d/MtU, whereupon the 
required margin monotonically increases to the following values at a burnup 
of 33,000 MWd/MtU: 

(1) 12.5% for all loops in service and 
(2) 14.9% for loss-of-flow accident analyses.  

WEPCO has identified a total of 18.1% DNBR margin credits that are available 
from the following sources: 

1. 4.8% from using 1.30 CNBR limit in analysis rather than allowed 1.24 
design limit.  

2. 3.3% from pitch reduction.  
3. 3.0% from using 0.019 :hernial diffusion coefficient in analysis rather 

than allowed 0.038 value.  
4. 7.0% from new densification model that eliminates power spike effect 

on DNB.  

These margin credits have been previously approved for the Point Beach type 
of fuel design, and WEPCO has stated that these credits are to be used solely 
for this application. Additionally, the Basis to the Technical Specifications 
is being revised to reflect the basis for discontinuing rod bow penalty 
calculations, which is that sufficient generic thermal margin credits be 
maintained to offset the rod bow penalty.  

Based on the above evaluation, we find that the combination of the new 
reduction-in-DNBR versus gap-closure model with the generic thermal margin 
credits is sufficiently large to completely eliminate the rod bow FiH 
penalty. Therefore, we agree with the WEPCO proposal to delete the FLH 
penalty from the Technical Specifications.  

In regard to the second proposed change, the results of our evaluation of 
the proposed Technical Specification changes related to inoperable and 
misaligned control rods (Sections 15.3.10.C.l.c and d, 15.3.10.C.2,a and b, 
and 15.3.10.D.1 and 2) are in agreement with those of the Ceneric resolution 
of control rod position indicating system; reqirements f.or ' .esinchcuse
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PWRs, and are therefore acceptable.  

The proposed administrative changes to Section 15.3.10 of the Technical 
Specifications were submitted to reorganize and clarify this section of 
the Technical Specifications including updating of terminology and removal 
of references to equipment no longer applicable to the Point Beach Nuclear 
Plant facility such as references to part length control rods which have 
been removed from the core as per previous approval. We have reviewed 
the administrative changes to this section and find that they do not change the 
meaning or intent of the Technical Specifications and are therefore acceptable.  

Environmental Consideration 

We have determined that the amendments do not authorize a change in 
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and 
will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made 
this determination, we have further concluded that the amendments 
involve an action which is insignificant from the stan-dpoint of 
environmental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4), that an 
environmental impact statement or negative declaration and environ
mental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the 
issuance of these amendments.  

Conclusion 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) because the amendments do not involve a significant increase 
in the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered 
and do not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the 
amendments do not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) 
there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public 
will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) 
such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's 
regulations and the issuance of these amendments will not be inimical 
to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of 
the public.

Date: May 4, 1981
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS TO FACILITY 
OPERATING LICENSES 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has 

issued Amendment No. 49 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-24, 

and Amendment No. 55 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-27 issued 

to Wisconsin Electric Power Company (the licensee), which revised Tech

nical Specifications for operation of Point Beach Nuclear Plant, 

Unit Nos. 1 and 2 (the facilities) located in the Town of Two Creeks, 

Manitowoc County, Wisconsin. The amendments are effective as of the 

date of issuance.  

The amendments remove rod bow penalties and requirements related 

to control rod misalignment and position indication. They also make 

administrative changes to various parts of section 15.3.10 of the 

Technical Specifications.  

The application for the amendments complies with the standards 

and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the 

Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has 

made appropriate findings as required by the Act and the Commission's 

rules and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in 

the license amendments. Prior public notice of these amendments was 

not required since the amendments do not involve a significant hazards 

consideration.
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The Commission has determined that the issuance of these amendments 

will not result in any significant environmental impact and that 

pursuant to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement or 

negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be 

prepared in connection with issuance of these amendments.  

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the 

application for amendments dated December 19, 1979 as revised by letter -dated 

February 3, 1981, (2) Amendment Nos. 49 and 55 to License Nos. DPR-24 and 

DPR-27, and (3) the Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these 

items are available for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document 

Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555, and at the Joseph Mann 

Library, 1516 16th Street, Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241. A copy of items 

(2) and (3) may be obtained uoon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, Washington, 7.C. 20555, Attention: Director, 

Division of Licensing.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this ath day of May, 1981.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Robert A. Clark, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 
Division of Licensing


